Sharp View
with Efficient
Investigation
SGBOX

is a modular platform for controlling and
managing ICT security. Its modular and distributed
architecture means it can adapt to the various company
needs. With SGBOX, you can create an aggregate
display with all the information gathered from log
collection, vulnerability scan and endpoint status. The
collected information feeds a correlation engine and
analytics system to provide a full network security
posture and helps adopt automatic response against
cyber security threats.
With its innovative architecture for data management,
SGBOX SIEM guarantees high performance in terms of
data collection, real-time analysis and historical data.
SGBOX, uses less resources than other players, and
offers an innovative user experience with unlimited
horizontal scalability.

DATA SHEET

LinkShadow,

the next-generation
cybersecurity analytics is a dynamic
technology platform that helps enhance
the productivity of existing security tools
as well as provide a host of
complementary functions that holistically
create a single-pane-of-glass view into
the critical challenges faced by
organizations. Designed for organizations
looking to improve their defense against
advanced cyberattacks, LinkShadow
empowers security teams to gain
maximum insight through multiple
features catering to Behavioral Analytics,
CXO Visibility, Security Synopsis and
Threat Hunting.
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Integration Story: LinkShadow - sgbox
LinkShadow integrates with SGBOX to gather the logs from various log sources which are already
connected to the SGBOX as part of data collection. SGBOX feeds LinkShadow with the detections of the
security devices that are fortifying the enterprise.
LinkShadow collects this intelligence and runs it over the advanced machine learning algorithms in order
to build various dashboards to show either the effectiveness and efficiency of the security devices, or the
return of investment of the security spend, or to visualize the attackscape, and more.

Challenges Overcome by THE Integration:
Visibility into your entire network is one of the most critical and important yet challenging task. Whether it
is a SMB or a large enterprise, there are large number of tools in your IT environment, each of which is
generating huge amounts of data in different formats.
SGBOX SIEM Solution is one of the best way of pulling security data from all the data sources and putting
it in the same place for analysis and management. It can also filter on the log types and forward only the
necessary logs.

LinkShadow helps build the right scope for the SIEM
SGBOX is the Single Point of Contact with all Log Sources

Key Benefits:

Maximizes collection and investigation efficiency
Reduces the configuration overheads
Automates Threat Hunting with Behavioral Analysis

www.sgbox.it
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